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About This Game
So you think you are pretty good at throwing ping pong balls into plastic cups? Well we will see about that hot shot. Welcome to
VeeR Pong, where you can test your skills against anyone at any time of day, or if everyone is passed out play against a bot who
will keep your skills in check.
Features

Multiplayer: Seriously, what good is a party game that you can't play with other people in real time?! VeeR Pong
supports multiple modes of multiplayer because sometimes you want to chill, and other times you want to compete.
Fully Active Gameplay: Want to adjust your angle, take a step to your side. Want to add spin to your shot, twist your
controller in that direction as you shoot.
True to Life Scale: Objects in this game have been meticulously crafted to achieve the same scale as they would be in
the real world.
Casual and Competitive Modes: Play with whatever custom house rules (bounce shots, "death" cup, island cups, etc)
you want in FreeForAll where rules are enforced by the people playing the game. Looking for something more
competitive and less up to interpretation, then play in Competitive Mode where a slightly modified version of the rules
used in the World Series of Beer Pong are automatically enforced.
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Title: VeeR Pong
Genre: Casual, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Ian Slattery
Publisher:
Ian Slattery
Release Date: 29 May, 2017
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beer pong rules poster. beer pong table. beer pong ring of fire. beer pong raft. beer pong team names. beer pong table size. beer
pong rules. beer pong rules island. beer pong regulation size. beer pong golf. beer pong balls. beer pong game. beer pong robot.
beer pong setup. beer pong hat. beer pong psvr. beer pong racks. beer pong redemption rules. beer pong roomba
Well worth the 99c, would be cool to have skins in the future. As I am a constant player of this kind of games since I've
discovered the genre long time ago, I'm now searching and enjoying three things during the action play : storyline, graphic
concept and puzzle dificulty.For the first two subjects Eventide can easly get a ten.For the puzzle dificulty level I can say that it
is a "sunday afternoon" game and can be easily played on hard mode with a 100% achievements gained in 3-4 hours by
anyone.Overall yes, I recommend and I will for sure play the sequel.. After playing this game for a short period of time i can say
that its crap. This game seems to be nothing but another rip off of other bullet hell type games and its a poor ripoff at that.
However it is in Early Acess so i will forgive it for its unoriginality. I will say that with some actual work this game has some
potential however the art sprites etc. seem to have been slapped together in about 5 minutes in total using ♥♥♥♥ing ms paint
and the game generally seems really janky and buggy. Again with some actual proper work done this could be something good
however as it is now....
2/10 - Steaming pile o♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. So I've played this game a little over the weekend (only three hours I know!) I did enjoy
this game a great deal, I will play it more next weekend, I'm sure. It's very sweet, funny and charming. It is also quite addictive
as there is the urge to just do one more quest. It's a quirky game and it really appeals to me. It seems that this is early access
which hopefully means they'll add more levels and things. I'm not close to finished with the game (I think) but it will be
interesting to see what they do with it.. It's cute but really, really casual. I can't play it longer than a few minutes. The graphics
are cartoony and cute, and the sound isn't all that spectacular, but it gets the job done. The goal is to guide your character (in a
teacup (!)) towards the finish line while trying to collect as many sugarcubes and stickers as you can, and, at the same time,
avoid enemies. Like I said, it's casual, but the difficulty ramps a bit up later on.
[Rating: 71\/100]. The only game where the main quest item is a nipple.. I ran into the same save file corruption bug that
everyone else is talking about. A pity; if it were not for that I could give this game a mildly positive review. It's an okay HOG,
and the creepy atmosphere is nicely done, but it's not good enough to justify restarting from the beginning..
rpg游戏，希望再接下去都能陆陆续续推出这样的游戏了！！. Great game, enjoyed it from the very first moment. The unlocks are perfect for me
and serve as an incentive to improve and keep going. The balance and pacing are just right and I find the ship movement and
damage modelling to be very believable. This is the kind of battleship game that I have been looking for.
It is also great that achievements are not dependent on multiplayer, as I really dislike multiplayer. You can get all the
achievements with singleplayer missions and campaign, which is FANTASTIC.
Multiplayer unlocks a handful of extra maps for quick missions, which are non-essential but add a bit of variety, so I might try it
just for fun. But it is so nice to have multiplayer as an option, rather than a necessity - my thanks to the developers!
Note: Just finished the whole game in 79 hours and I had so much fun. By the time I finished all campaigns, there was only one
achievement left (sink 50 carriers), and it wasn't too much of a grind to sink the remaining 10 or so carriers in quick missions. I
thoroughly enjoyed this game and definitely got my money's worth.
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I purchased this DLC (Foals Expansion pack) but it does not install!. Do you even bullet hell bro?. Get it for a friend or two, and
always have a short term time killer that can bring you to tears with laughter. Just buy it, trust me, at this price you have nothing
to loose and everything to gain.. The game has a great concept. Great art, great music, great premise, but for a 15 dollars I can't
recommend it. I even regret the purchase.
My problem is that there's really no substance. I beat the game in 8 hours and the rest was just gtrying to get all the other
endings. The protagonist is delightfully sick and twisted and jerkish, but other than his minimal interactions with the towns folk
you don't really get to see it. The very brief interactions are the only cutscenes in the game other than the very beginning and
end, which the true end didn't have as big an impact as I feel like it was trying to go for.
Even after all the grinding and slog that is the repeated weeks, I felt very unfulfilled. You're supposed to feel bad for the
children you're sacrificing but there's nothing to really do to engage with them other than the one-way communication of letters.
Maybe if the "spend time with" option had some story panels like the other stuff centered around Faust, or if there were some
cutscenes that influence affection depending on your choice of words/actions, it would have been much more engaging. It all
feels so monotonous, even with the sparse village interactions.
There is a great setting in this game, and it's a real shame that we won't ever get to know more about it other than what's relevant
to the protagonist's one-track mind or what's told to him by the townsfolk. It leaves me hungry for more, but not in a good way.
One mild nitpick I would like to say is that the inventory and the magic book are hard to navigate.
-The inventory squares are checkered, which made searching for anything hard, especially when the objects are black and white
while the squares are in shades of yellow/brown/tan. And anything that you have once had in your inventory stays in your
inventory, albeit with a x0 on it. It makes navigation hard and really turned me off from doing requests because I had to keep
checking to see what I was missing or what I don't have.
-In the book, the homunculi are listed in order of discovery, instead of say, dominant material or by affinities.
-None of these issues can be opted out of/changed in the settings. A basic "sort by" option or a "hide items you don't have"
option would solve everything but the unfriendly design of the checkerboarded slots.
If this game wasn't so expensive, I would recommend it. But I can't. 8 hours is too short of a gameplay, and relying on
completionist tendencies is the only way to pad out the game and maybe satisfy the void. There's lots of achievements and
combinations and letters so doing 100% can be fun, if you can handle the flat execution and the mechanics.
Regardless, I'm extremely interested in the developer, and I hope there's another game like this from them, but better.. This is a
solid add-on for your German collection. It adds the stopping passenger services on Hamburg-Lubeck since the other trains with
this route mostly cover the regional runs. The exterior model looks great with attention to detail, especially around the couplings.
The interior cab is nothing short of nice. They added the option to turn on and off the screens which are non-functional anyways
(Would be nice to see your timetable on them in the future).
As for the actually running, PZB and Sifa work fine. I had no problems on the scenario I ran which was the easiest one. The
acceleration is relatively slow (but that's expected for DMU) and the max speed (120km\/h) doesn't take too long to get up to.
Like the 442 Talent you have a combined throttle\/brake and a seperate train brake. Braking is good, seems to slow down nicely
in time for stations.
Though only 3 scenarios (which is common now for loco DLC), they do range from easy (Clear, not much AI) to very
challenging (Storm, delayed AI, lots of PZB use).
The sounds (though I'm not from Germany and have never heard one of these) are pretty good. Start-up and shut down are very
nice. I particularly liked the fact that the unit you're driving in is louder than the other end when revving up.
Overall, a very nice add-on if you're looking to expand your German set. DTG have done a good job lately with the German addons in my opinion.
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. Dreams can come true. its the same but looks worse but has actuall peoplle palying kind of i actuallllyl wish it didnt work that
well it was better whenb matchmaking wasa nightmare also sorry if my reviews seem really bad spellin g and stuff its because
my LLL key is realy broken
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